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Working with the Deutsche Telekom team in Berlin and their amazing network 
of scouts spread over the world provides an excellent opportunity for reflecting 
on trends in ICT, as seen through a wide-angle lens. A message that I have 
conveyed to readers of earlier reports is that these trends do not determine 
strategy, but rather contribute to an informed world view. 

Every year, it contains some of the most disruptive future developments in the 
field. Getting informed of such developments could fill some white spaces in 
your strategic planning. Therefore, spending some time on this report is always 
useful. Prepare to get excited!

Magnus Boman
Lead, Innovation Radar
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A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW ON 
SCOUTING METHODOLOGY

Scouting

Scouting has been the method of choice in 
order to identify relevant developments and 
trends in ICT. Scouts have been facilitated for 
primary and secondary market research at 
conferences, through dedicated databases, 
other online and offline sources, as well as the 
observation of R&D activities in industry and 
academia, and venture capital and incubator 
activities. Search fields have been defined by 
EIT CT Labs’ Innovation Areas and beyond. All 
data has been collected in a dedicated scout-
ing database (PEACOQ) and augmented by 
categorisation, tagging, and other metadata. 
The result has been a comprehensive list of (af-
ter filtering of mismatches and double entries) 
127 so called topics – descriptions of (mostly) 
technological advancements. 

Analytical Clustering

In a second step, the identified topics have 
been analysed and clustered. With the help of 
experts from EIT ICT Labs partner organisations 
trends have been derived from the long-list of 
topics. A minimum of four such topics were 
required to define a significant trend. These 
had to constitute a clear proposition as a tech-
nological enabler. The clustering resulted in 9 
selected trends presented in this report. 

Matching to Action Lines

After defining and describing trends, these 
trends were matched with EIT ICT Lab’s Action 
Lines, in order to identify relevant use cases, 
possible synergies coming from existing com-
petencies, as well as to enable deriving recom-
mendations for action. Implications for each 
affected Action Line have been described, 
example use cases developed, and examples 
from the market given.
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2014 ANNUAL TREND REPORT 
SCOUTING RESULTS
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Cloud Network Security
Facing cyber security threats 

attacks, the misuse of new technologies 
and trust issues. Security solutions must 
become more specialized, and organiza-
tions need to formulate robust and flexible 
security solutions to adapt to emerging 
challenges.

SOLUTION
With the ever-increasing threat attack 
surface, attack awareness itself is crucial. 
To tackle this, researchers and vendors are 
creating behavioral-analytics based secu-
rity solutions to analyze and predict mali-
cious patterns and crowd source attack 
pattern information. Encryption of public 
cloud solutions and secured gateways is 
also increasingly relevant, and research 
efforts continue in this field. Secured and 
context aware networking solutions will 
filter malicious content on an application 
layer level to reduce Layer 7 (application 
layer) vulnerabilities.

SOCIAL IMPACT 
Security is the most critical adoption hurdle 
for businesses and governments looking to 
deploy cloud-based networks.  By solving these 
challenges, such solutions will foster more rapid 
adoption of cloud solutions, thereby raising 

enterprise productivity and potentially improving the quality of 
education, healthcare and other public services.  

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
With the total economic impact of cloud 
technology predicted to be up to $6.2 trillion 
annually by 20252, cloud-based security solu-
tions will be crucial for consumers, enterprises, 

Related Action Lines

 © Health and Wellbeing, Privacy, Security 
& Trust, Cyber-Physical Systems, Future 
Cloud 

DESCRIPTION 
With the growth in cloud services and 
increasing proliferation of internet and 
cloud-connected devices, organizations 
and service providers are facing an ever-
increasing risk of cyber security threats. A 
well planned security strategy, adapted to 
new technology paradigms is crucial. The 
security of cloud applications and content 
as well as techniques for attack identifica-
tion and awareness are  critically important 
in today’s cloud networks.

CHALLENGE
Cloud computing and paradigms like 
BYOD and Virtualization have led to 
increased volume, variety, and complexity 
of security threats. These can occur across 
the full stack from low level infrastructure 
and networking attacks to sophisticated 
attacks on the application layer. Major se-
curity threats today include data breaches 
in the cloud, account or service traffic 
hijacking, insecure APIs, Denial of Service 

Global Cloud based Network Security 
Revenues in $Bn1

 IDS/IPS   DDoS mitigation   Other security 

services   Managed firewalls   Content security

Impact of Cloud Network Security 

Overview

1 Forrester Research (2014); 2 McKinsey & Company (2013)

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity
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governments and service providers. The recent massive data 
security breach at the US retailer Target cost the company over 
$100M in compensation to financial institutions alone – without 
even considering the impact of loss in trust and brand value.1

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
Securing networks not only on an infrastruc-
ture level, but also in cloud based applications 
and on a content level will provide new oppor-
tunities for ICT players. Provision of state-of-
the-art security technologies will become key a 

differentiator within the market.

 Predictive Network Security Engine

Cisco’s Managed Threat Defense consists of hardware, software, 
and analytics designed to monitor, capture, and analyze threats. 
It leverages Hadoop 2.0 to apply predictive analytics, to detect 
irregular patterns against customer’s unique network profile and of-
fers incident tracking and reporting. Big Data enables handling the 
increasing complexity of cyber security threats, allowing organiza-
tions to address them in real time (in many cases, years pass before 
organizations are aware their networks have been breached).

Innovation Aspect Predictive analytics is leveraged to identify un-
known attack patterns. The pattern recognition is crowd-sourced over 
all solution customers. Hence, security policies can be distributed in 
real-time without usualwaiting times for updated threat patterns.

Business Potential The solution can significantly increase attack 
recognition while also lowering costs for internal security efforts 
and measurements. Threats can be tackled proactively and costly 
breaches can be reduced.

Related Action Lines
 © Future Cloud, Privacy, Security & Trust

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

 CockroachDB  

At giants like Google, Amazon, and Facebook, engineers have 
pioneered techniques to highly secure their websites. Sites keep 
working, even if a server, series of servers, or entire data center 
shuts down. A team of open source developers wants to enable 
any company to build this sort of resilient cloud computing 
system. Their project CockroachDB is a database with some serious 
staying power. It is based on Google’s Spanner concept. 

Innovation Aspect Spanner ensures consistency across data 
centers without reducing performance. Despite spanning thou-
sands of servers, a Spanner database acts like one database on one 
single machine so if a data center goes down, an application can 
ping another data center to find the information it needs, as all 
data is fully synced across data centers. 

Business Potential Every second of downtime means lost 
revenue to. Solutions that support continued up-time could have 
significant financial impact. The project is currently in an “alpha” 
development phase, but work will continue to attempt to build an 
open source highly resilient platform for future services.

Related Action Lines
 © Future Cloud, Privacy, Security & Trust, Cyber-Physical Systems

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

Recent Technology Developments

1.1
1.1

1.2
1.3

1.4
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at $5.3 billion in 2013. This market is expected to increase to over 
$6.2 billion in 2014 and nearly $15.3 billion in 2019, a CAGR of 19.7% 
for the five-year period 2014 to 20193. 

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
Connectivity and cloud players will play a key 
role to provide infrastructure support. Cloud 
analytics solutions will also be key to store and 
analyze the data generated by machines in 
real time. The growth of unstructured analytics 

solutions, artificial intelligence algorithms combined with connec-
tivity presents a vast opportunity for both telecom and software 
players. 

Smart Machines
Artificial Intelligence for smarter machines 

operational and maintenance cost. Such 
unit also faces loss in efficiency because 
of non-optimized processes. In order to 
bring costs down, increase efficiency 
and reduce time to market, machines are 
required to function autonomously and 
learn to take decisions reducing the hu-
man intervention. 

SOLUTION
Researchers are trying to embed “brain” 
into the machines which can learn based 
on the past data and some key parameters. 
They are also developing cost effective 
and mass production solutions that can 
be implemented in various fields such as 
manufacturing, IT, energy, etc.  E.g., a self 
sustaining factory which is run by micro-
robots self-capable of starting and ending 
the manufacturing and self-maintenance 
based on learning from past data. Data 
centers that will be capable of maintaining 
themselves on their own by recognizing 
patterns in data.

DESCRIPTION 
Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) are 
driving creation of new methods and solu-
tions for machines to learn and ultimately 
perform beyond the scope of humans. 
Machines today are already able to intelli-
gently sense the world around them - solu-
tions such as the Nest learning thermostat 
are already well known.  Today's research 
shows that in the future machines will be 
able to carry out tasks such as optimizing 
networks and operating micro-factories 
working on manufacturing and production 
of goods. These machines will have the 
capability to learn in real time by gathering 
and analyzing historic data.

CHALLENGE
Today’s machines have limitations that 
require human intervention implying 
more time required to complete a task 
with lesser efficiency and more room for 
errors. A manufacturing unit, for exam-
ple, faces the challenge of increasing 

Overview

SOCIAL IMPACT 
Smart machines will have a significant impact 
on the society and people. They will be able to 
make people more efficient at their work by 
assisting them with a lot of manual work. These 
machines will also replace people at work due 

to their autonomous nature. It can make the society safer and 
more efficient, for example driverless cars can reduce accidents 
but also reduce employment. 
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
It is estimated that by 2030, 90% of the jobs as 
we know them today will be replaced by smart 
machines based on artificial intelligence. The 
global market for smart machines was valued 

Related Action Lines

 © Future Cloud, Future Networking 
Solutions, Smart Energy Systems, 
Cyber-Physical Systems, Smart Spaces

Artificial Intelligence Revenue Forecast (bn 
USD)1 for 2013,2 for 2015

Impact of Smart Machines 

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

2013 2014 2015

34.0

5.2

0.8

Recent Technology Developments

 Artificial Brains to Optimize Data Centers  

Google uses Artificial Brains to teach its data centers how to 
behave. Artificial neural networks analyze behavior, then hone 
their operation accordingly. These neural networks are essentially 
computer algorithms that can recognize patterns and make deci-
sions based on those. They can’t exactly duplicate the intelligence 
of the human brain, but in some cases, they can work much faster 
- and more comprehensively - than the brain. 

Innovation Aspect Every few seconds, Google gathers informa-
tion that describes the operation of its data centers, e.g. how 
much energy these consume. This data was used to build an AI 
computer model that can predict the efficiency of a data center 
based on certain conditions. At 99.6%, its predictions are almost 
completely accurate.

Business Potential By constantly gathering operational data all 
sorts of information that describes the operation of data centers 
and crunching this data over and over again with deep learning 
algorithms, the overall efficiency of data centers can be massively 
improved leading to cost savings. 

Related Action Lines
 © Future Cloud, Future Networking Solutions

 Magnetic Micro-Robots  

Researchers at SRI International are developing a super-miniatur-
ized, high-tech robotic application in which tiny worker robots 
shimmy around a circuit board in a micro assembly plant. The ro-
bots are guided by magnets underneath the surface, and work in 
sync to assemble electronic parts and small mechanical systems.

Innovation Aspect SRI’s patented Diamagnetic Micro Manipu-
lation (DM3) technology uses printed circuit boards to control 
micro-robots built from low-cost magnets that are propelled 
electromagnetically. This enables cost-effective mass production 
of micro-robots that can reliably handle a wide variety of solid and 
liquid materials including electronics. 

Business Potential SRI is applying its micro-factory technology 
to the DARPA Open Manufacturing program, which is spurring 
innovation in a wide range of manufacturing areas. SRI’s micro-ro-
bots will be used to build smart structures with high-performance 
mechanics. The system has several potential applications, includ-
ing non-silicon-based electronics, prototyping of high-quality 
parts and tissue manufacturing.

Related Action Lines
 © Smart Spaces

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

1Global Industry Analysts (2009), 2Market Reports Online (2013), 3BCC 

Research (2014)

+552%
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category is expected to grow at 34% CAGR, the fastest-growing 
segment of the overall market1. The home automation category is 
the largest segment of the overall market and is forecasted to reach 
$1.6 billion by 2019, registering a 20.1% CAGR. 

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
Wireless sensors will constantly generate data 
which will need cloud based M2M platforms 
to securely store and analyze data. Connectiv-
ity players will also play a key role in providing 
infrastructural support with the network. 

Sensor Networks
Feeding data-driven services & infrastructures

with high set up cost and high energy 
requirements for their functioning . Also, 
existing network’s ability to tap and 
analyze real time data from their sur-
roundings is limited which means lesser 
potential of improving various public 
services and planning. Availability of 
cheaper, extended and easily integrated 
sensor networks will make it possible to 
capture and use such data in real time. 

SOLUTION
A vast network of public infrastructure al-
ready exists that can be used to power and 
install these sensors creating a network 
and capture environment data in real time. 
Researchers and vendors are developing 
low cost sensors that can utilize these 
infrastructure and scaled up to increase 
the coverage. These sensors will also work 
on innovative power technologies such as 
the Ethernet, solar power, etc. to function 
with least interference.   

DESCRIPTION 
Stand-alone and integrated sensors have 
been widely used for many years, however, 
latest technologies provide improved 
methods for creating massively-scaled 
distributed sensor networks and aggregat-
ing data from the very large number of 
distributed end points. iBeacon platforms 
are providing insights on indoor loca-
tion, whilst incorporation of sensors into 
lighting networks is increasingly used to 
provide a low cost method for data gather-
ing within urban environments.  The data 
gathered will provide opportunities for 
creating highly innovative and improved 
public services based on the information 
collected. 

CHALLENGE
With the increase in the adoption of con-
nectivity, mobile technology and M2M 
solutions/devices around the world, tons 
of data is being generated. However the 
reach of existing sensors is limited along 

Overview

SOCIAL IMPACT 
Sensor Networks will transform the society and 
the lives of people by improving the public ser-
vices. The real time monitoring and analysis of 
various data such as weather, traffic, parking etc. 
will improve the city planning and hence quality 

of life. Low costs sensors will be able to have a wider reach creating 
a wider social impact. 
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
The global wireless sensor devices market is 
expected to grow to $4.3 billion by 2019, (five-
year CAGR of 24%). The industrial installations 

Related Action Lines

 © Health and Wellbeing, Urban Life & 
Mobility, Future Cloud/ Networking, 
Cyber-Physical Systems, Smart Spaces, 
Smart Energy Systems

Impact of Sensor Networks

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Recent Technology Developments

 Ultra-Efficient LEDs  

Solid-state devices that emit light from a semiconductor chip al-
ready sit on a circuit board. That means they can readily share space 
with sensors, wireless chips, and a small computer, allowing light 
fixtures to become networked sensor hubs. Additional sensors in 
the LED fixtures can monitor temperature, humidity, carbon dioxide, 
and heat, turning the lights into a facility management system.

Innovation Aspect The light fixtures will have an IP address and 
five sensors wired and powered over Ethernet to deliver the juice 
to each fixture as well as data. Fixtures include a light sensor to dim 
LEDs during the day, and a motion detector that covers the area 
directly beneath each light and turns it off when no one is there.

Business Potential New business can be created moving from 
selling lighting hardware into networks, software, apps, and new 
services. A German department store is using LEDs to send out 
light frequencies to shoppers’ smartphones, which can result in 
revenue increases through tracking for recommendation and 
security in retail.

Related Action Lines
 © Smart Spaces, Smart Energy Systems, Urban Life & Mobility, 

Cyber-Physical Systems, Future Networking Solutions

 Dontflush.me 

Dontflush.me is a system created to allow NYC residents to help 
reduce the amount of pollution in the harbour. The system is com-
posed of an Arduino, a proximity sensor, and a cell phone. The prox-
imity sensor will measure the water level and transmit this data via 
the cell phone to a database. The data collected from this network 
of sensors will be available to users online, alerts will be sent by SMS 
and a prototype of in-home visualization of status will be set up.

Innovation Aspect It is the mainly the possibility for the commu-
nity to know, in real-time, about their environment and to control their 
contribution to pollution and prevent possible disasters. It is the fusion 
between environmental awareness, communication systems, and 
social responsibility that allows for innovative solutions in urban areas.

Business Potential Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) that open 
when the sewer system is overloaded dump huge amounts of raw 
sewage in the harbour. Measurement of water levels by connected 
sensors and a communication platform to share the information 
allows predicting and preventing such overflows. This is relevant 
in terms of ecology, health, and security levels. Distributed sensors 
are a business opportunity for telecommunication companies. 

Related Action Lines
 © Smart Spaces, Health & Wellbeing, Urban Life & Mobility, 

Cyber-Physical Systems
< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow < 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow
1GBCC Research (2014)

Global Market for Wireless Sensor Devices 
Forecast (bn USD)1 2014-2018
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Distributed Software Centric Networks
Scalability for the network-cloud ecosystem

more agile as they face ever increasing 
competition from more agile OTT and In-
ternet players. Distributed SDN will let op-
erators have the benefits of a centralized 
network management (lower cost, more 
agility, etc.). It will also allow selective 
decentralization of network functions to 
optimize the network processes further. 

SOLUTION
The network-cloud ecosystem needs 
solutions that dynamically scale according 
to the network load in the cloud. Solu-
tions are being developed for selective 
virtualization of the network control and 
functionality making it safer and scalable. 
Smart networks that are autonomous are 
also being researched. Vendors are also 
focusing on developing security solutions 
that stop threats like DDoS attack protec-
tion, cloud network outages, etc. 

DESCRIPTION 
The first generation of Software Defined 
Networks (SDN) and Network Function 
Virtualization (NFV) largely focused on 
bringing functionalities away from costly 
network end points into the core of the 
network, into a cloud-based data center 
infrastructure using vastly lower cost 
compute equipment.  However, latest 
efforts are developing technology solu-
tions which distribute the management 
and operation of various functions across 
central and remote infrastructures based 
on optimization of the necessary functions.  
The approach provides an optimized level 
of operational efficiency to network envi-
ronments in an SDN/NFV framework. 

CHALLENGE
Network operators and service providers 
have been facing the challenge of huge 
capital and operational expenditures for 
network roll out and maintenance. They 
are also facing the challenges of being 

Overview Related Action Lines

 © Future Cloud, Cyber-Physical Systems, 
Future Networking Solutions

Global SDN Market Forecast (bn USD)1 
2013-2018

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

1.5

3.4

7.8

14.8
24.4

35.6

+88%

could lower down their network capital expenditure by 40% and 
opex by almost 31% as compared to hardware based network. It is 
expected to lower down the TCO by almost 83% as compared to 
traditional network solutions.1 

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
Network providers will be able to gain more 
agility and provide more flexible and cus-
tomized services to customers. Securing the 
network cloud and the need of dynamic cloud 
environments will create new opportunities for 

software vendors and other ICT players. 

SOCIAL IMPACT 
Implementation of SDNs will lead to opening up 
of network APIs and hence easing the sharing 
of network data. This data could be used to pro-
vide better quality of services to the customers 
and also improve their quality of life by provid-

ing innovative services around location, payments, billing, etc. right 
at their finger tips with minimum hassle and complexity. 
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
It is expected that the percentage of network 
spending on SDN will increase from 2% in 
2013 to 40% in 2018. SDN will have a strong 
economic impact on network vendors who 

Impact of Distributed Software Centric Networks

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Recent Technology Developments

 Distributed Network Functions Virtualization   

In Distributed NFV, Virtualized Network Functions (VNF) can be 
distributed in data centers and recently on the customer premise. 
RAD has developed a solution which integrates an x86 platform for 
VNF hosting with a L2/L3 network interface device on the client 
premise. The original approach to NFV advocated Distributed NFV, to 
enable the placement of virtualized network functions throughout 
the network, where they are most effective and least expensive. An 
omniscient D-NFV orchestrator handles all VNFs and virtual machine 
infrastructure, wherever they may be located, and exploits SDN-like 
mechanisms to achieve optimal VNF placement.

Innovation Aspect RAD’s solution has distributed functionality and 
a centralized control layer, hence components can be virtualized out-
side of data center environments, but can still be centrally controlled. 
The solution virtualizes and manages components which need to 
remain on customer premises (e.g. diagnostic tools, IP-PBXs, NATs etc.).

Business Potential By virtualizing on-site components and add-
ing a central management layer in the cloud can further improve 
efficiencies of SDN/NFV, driving additional CAPEX and OPEX 
savings network deployments. The competition in this space will 
increase because of the rise of numerous small players. 

Related Action Lines
 © Future Cloud, Future Networking Solutions, Cyber-Physical 

Systems

 Fog Computing  

Fog Computing extends Cloud computing and services to the edge 
of the network, providing data, computing, storage, and application 
services to end-users. Services are hosted at the network edge or end 
devices such as set-top-boxes or access points, reducing service latency 
and improving QoS. It supports emerging Internet of Everything appli-
cations that demand real-time/predictable latency, e.g. industrial auto-
mation, transportation, sensor networks. One example could be smart 
traffic lights where a video camera senses an ambulance's flashing 
lights and changes streetlights for the vehicle to pass through traffic. 

Innovation Aspect Unlike traditional data centers, Fog devices 
are geographically distributed over heterogeneous platforms, 
spanning multiple management domains. It provides unique ad-
vantages for services across several verticals such as IT, entertain-
ment, advertising, personal computing, etc. 

Business Potential Fog computing addresses growing concerns: 
being able to act in real-time to incoming data and working within 
the limits of available bandwidth. Fog computing works in conjunc-
tion with cloud computing, optimizing the use of this resource. It 
allows computing, decision-making and action-taking to happen via 
IoT devices and only pushes relevant data to the cloud. Data can be 
changed locally from raw to relevant data with real information.

Related Action Lines 
 © Future Cloud, Future Networking Solutions, Cyber-Physical 

Systems
< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow
1SDNCentral, Plexxi, and Lightspeed Venture Partners (2013)
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Urban Analytics
Optimising urban infrastructures

of people. Society faces challenges of re-
source allocation and optimization in fields 
such as crime prevention, city planning, 
supply chain, etc. Use of real-time data pro-
cessing and predictive analytics algorithms 
can enable better resource planning. Also, 
for economic viability, it is important to find 
sustainable business models and partner-
ships in the public sector. 

SOLUTION
City organizations have now been using 
advanced predictive analytics tools to ana-
lyze crime data to optimize law enforcing 
resources even before the crime happens. 
Also, public institutions and researchers 
are jointly developing analytics solutions 
by analyzing past data to better optimize 
city infrastructure, logistics and supply 
chain management. The focus lies on 
the efficient operation of infrastructures 
(e.g. water networks), early warning (e.g. 
structural health monitoring), predictability 
and adaptiveness.  

DESCRIPTION 
Use of Big Data technologies such as predic-
tive and real-time analytics is being widely 
adopted to provide insights and tools to op-
timize processes, social and business func-
tions. Existing solutions have found innova-
tive use cases in the urban scenario. Current 
technology developments go beyond 
enterprise use cases to discover approaches 
to apply big data analytics to the massively 
large and complex data sets associated with 
governments and public institutions. New 
technology innovations targeted towards 
predictive analysis of mega-data sets for city 
planners and public service providers allows 
them to create safer, more responsive and 
efficient urban environments. 

CHALLENGE
Interaction of people with technology 
is generating data on a daily basis and is 
expected to grow multi-folds in the coming 
years. Such data can be captured in and 
analyzed in real-time for improving the life 

Overview Related Action Lines

 © Privacy, Security & Trust, Urban Life & 
Mobility, Health and Wellbeing, Cyber-
Physical Systems, Smart Spaces

Currently hardware sales and professional services account for 
more than 70% of all Big Data investments1. 

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
It is expected that software vendors in big 
data analytics and data security segment will 
significantly increase their stake in the market 
as it matures. Telecom players will also play an 
important role starting as data brokers to be-

ing both big data generators and solution providers. 

SOCIAL IMPACT 
Predictive analytics related to behavior predic-
tion, interaction, etc. with the surroundings can 
have a deep social impact. It could be used by 
public sector to make the day to day lives better. 
Social organizations could be using predictive 

analytics to solve problems such as human trafficking, homeless-
ness, poverty, etc.  
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
The global big data investments will account 
for nearly $30 billion in 2014. These investments 
are further expected to grow at a CAGR of 17% 
over next 6 years to reach $77 billion in 2020. 

Impact of Urban Analytics

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Recent Technology Developments

 Crime Prevention  

IBM cooperates with police in Memphis to analyse data on local 
developments in order to direct police presence in critical town 
areas. By recognizing crime trends as they are happening, MPD’s 
predictive enforcement tool gives precinct commanders the 
ability to change their tactics and redirect their patrol resources in 
a way that both thwarts crimes before they happen and catches 
more criminals in the act.

Innovation Aspect Data analysis to identify crime trends and sup-
port crime prevention;  a predictive modeling that can help officers 
being more effective. The predictive analytics can help optimize 
assets, for example, placing more officers in a certain location or 
include making adjustments to the environment in which crime is 
likely to occur making crime prevention more efficient. 

Business Potential It is a profitable way to increase security with 
less police staff, leading with cost saving, revenue and security 
increase, and crime reduction. Once more, IT companies partner 
with governments and public institutions to improve security and 
societal issues.

Related Action Lines
 © Smart Spaces, Urban Life & Mobility, Cyber-Physical Systems, 

Privacy, Security & Trust

 Mapping the Logistics of Megacities   

Supply chains for the growing number of crowded megacities 
become increasingly complex. To help manage these logistics, 
researchers at MIT’s Megacities Logistics Lab have gathered data 
– on representative neighborhoods in Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro, 
Beijing, Santiago, Sao Paulo, Kuala Lumpur and Madrid. Now that 
data has been made available online, at no cost, in an open-access 
pool of information that’s graphically represented on city maps.

Innovation Aspect As the database grows, it will become easier for 
planners to find cities with comparable population density, business-
es and transportation links. Part of the project involved developing a 
web platform to collect, organize and display the data in real time. 

Business Potential Improving efficiency of supply chains could 
cut cost of consumer goods, improving the standard of living. In 
many developing nations, urban centers are increasingly central to 
economic activity, attracting population from surrounding towns 
and villages. But the infrastructure to support these growing 
populations often lags. Supply chains might improve gradually as 
businesses gain the ability to plan accordingly. 

Related Action Lines
 © Smart Spaces, Urban Life & Mobility, Cyber-Physical Systems, 

Privacy, Security & Trust

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

1SNS Telecom (2014), 2Bloomberg Businessweek Research Services 

2013 Agency Analytics Study (2013)

Big Data Performance Gap in Public Sector2

The difference between what agencies hope to achieve with big 
data and how they grade their performance today.

Base: 103 executives at small, midsize and large public 
agencies worldwide 

Reduced spending

Better Service

Real time threat response

Sentiment understanding

Quicker decision-making

Predict future trends

56

52

42

41

40

37

24

26

26

25

35

32
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Decentralised Energy
Balancing the electricity grid load 

use expensive semiconductors to gener-
ate electricity and are only 22% efficient 
on an average. Due to the ever-rising 
demand and limited supply for energy 
these alternative sources need to be more 
efficient and cost effective.  Also, with cur-
rent alternate energy solutions feeding the 
grid, it creates the challenge of balancing 
the grid. 

SOLUTION
Researchers are developing solutions 
which will overcome the cost involved and 
also over come the implementation chal-
lenges. Solutions such as the spray-painted 
solar cells can cut down the costs and 
increase the reach of such technologies 
beyond traditional usage. Home fuel cell 
technology can produce energy beyond 
the limitations of solar and wind energy. 
It will also enable the decentralisation of 
energy production and help to balance 
the grid load. 

DESCRIPTION 
Both alternative and traditional energy 
sources are being increasingly used in 
scenarios "off-the-grid".  Home fuel cells 
and other methods are improving poten-
tial for individuals to generate and supply 
own energy requirements.  In parallel, solar 
energy solutions are now being used in in-
novative self-powered applications such as 
smart furniture within urban environments.  
The continued development and adoption 
of such solutions will drive sustainability, 
improve future energy loading, whilst turn-
ing individual households and ordinary 
household items into rich-sources of future 
power. 

CHALLENGE
Alternative sources of energy and power 
have been there for quite sometime now. 
However, they have limitations on their 
self sustainability, efficiency and costs. 
They haven’t been able to be adopted as a 
sell-sufficient solutions. Existing solar cells 

Overview Related Action Lines

 © Urban Life & Mobility, Smart Spaces, 
Smart Energy Systems 

household resulting in approximately potential annual savings of 
more than $153 billion in 2013 alone. This is poised to only grow as 
the cost of the panels fall every year drastically.  

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
ICT players will benefit from lower cost of power 
and more efficiency for running their data cent-
ers. Network operators will also gain by reduc-
ing their energy costs required for running base 
stations and network management centers. 

SOCIAL IMPACT 
The use of renewable and decentralised energy 
production technologies will make society 
more self- sustaining and reliant. Enterprises and 
residential units will save more costs, be more 
energy efficient and also ease pressure on the 

environment. Pressure on the environment will also be alleviated as 
the adoption of such technologies increase.  
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
It is estimated1 that on an average a typical US 
household could save up to $20,000 to $30,000 
over the course of 20 years. This implies an 
average saving of roughly $1,250 per year per 

Impact of Decentralised Energy

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Recent Technology Developments

 Home Fuel Cells  

Together with the heater manufacturer Vaillant, the Fraunhofer 
IKTS has developed a compact, safe and sturdy fuel cell system 
that generates electricity and heat in private households from 
natural gas. The devices are currently being tested in private 
households in the Callux practice test.

Innovation Aspect They are as compact as classical gas heaters 
that only produce heat, can be mounted on the wall and easily be 
maintained. With an output of one kilowatt, they cover the aver-
age current consumption for a four-person household. They are 
based on a solid fuel cell (SOFC),  which operates at a much higher 
temperature than competing approaches, such as the proton 
exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), which is used in cars.

Business Potential Decentralized solutions for energy supply are 
needed to balance the load on the energy grid. The technology 
allows for decentralized energy production which is unlike solar or 
wind energy independent from weather conditions.

Related Action Lines
 © Smart Energy Systems

 Spray-painted Solar Cells     

A team at the University of Sheffield has developed spray-on 
cells that should be both cheap and capable. The trick is to coat 
an object in perovskite, a calcium titanium oxide mineral - it's 
inexpensive like organic solar cells, but absorbs light nearly as well 
as silicon.

Innovation Aspect Scientists have dreamed of painting solar 
cells to generate energy on just about any surface, but efficiency 
has been a problem; researchers were happy to get one percent 
just a couple of years ago. The spray-based cell gets about 11 per-
cent efficiency versus 19 percent at perovskite's ideal performance.

Business Potential Scientists believe that their approach could 
scale up to the same manufacturing techniques used for spray 
painting vehicles. If that happens, it's conceivable that your future 
car (and virtually any other device) could harvest the sun's rays 
without the steep costs and awkward product designs that are 
frequently involved when you use old-fashioned solar panels. 

Related Action Lines
 © Urban Life & Mobility, Smart Energy Systems, Smart Spaces

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

1Cost of Solar (2013), US Census Bureau (2013), Detecon Analysis, 2GTM Research (Q2 2014)

Solar Power (PV) Installed Capacity Forecast 
(MW dc)2 2013-2016

2013 2014 2015 2016

 Residential  

 Non-Residential  

 Utility

3,100

900

1,000

4,000

1,000

1,500

4,900

1,700

1,900

6,700

2,300

3,000
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Ultrafast Infrastructures
Speeding up computing, storage, and networks 

Computing technologies must become 
faster and more energy efficient to sup-
port ever increasing computing demands 
and handle multiple processes. Also, ever 
increasing growth in data requires a need 
for a faster and more optimized network 
management technology.  

SOLUTION
Engineering teams and computing expert 
across the world are developing comput-
ing solutions that work on parallel chips 
and “quantum” technologies with ultra-fast 
computing power and storage. Chips 
based on multiferroic magnetic materials 
reduce the power consumption. There 
are also technologies that use laser-pulses 
to generate ultra-fast spin currents to 
increase power and processing efficiency 
by up to 1000 times. Researches are also 
working on ultra fast transmission using 
existing backbone, optical data transmis-
sion, network management and storage 
solutions. 

DESCRIPTION 
Research continues to develop compute 
and network systems that are faster, 
cheaper, smaller, and more energy ef-
ficient.  Latest applied research includes 
development of ultra-fast storage solutions 
for computing as well as new methods to 
drive higher speed networks by improv-
ing management of existing resources. 
Ongoing efforts to improve the utilization 
of basic compute infrastructure drives 
efficiencies that continue to support the 
extension of Moore's Law. 

CHALLENGE
In today’s microprocessors, electric cur-
rent is passed through transistors which 
are very small electronic switches. These 
switches heat up as the current flows 
through them constantly. And as chips 
continue to get smaller, with more circuits 
packed into smaller spaces, the amount of 
wasted heat grows leading to loss of en-
ergy and slowing down of the processors. 

Overview Related Action Lines

 © Future Cloud, Future Networking 
Solutions

market is expected to grow from $26 billion in 2015 to $43 billion 
in 2020 with a CAGR if 10%. 

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
ICT players will benefit from lower cost of power 
and more efficiency for running their data cent-
ers. Network operators will also gain by reduc-
ing their energy costs required for running base 
stations and network management centers. 

SOCIAL IMPACT 
Faster computing, storage and networking 
technologies will increase the efficiency of all 
the related existing processes. It will increase 
both security and efficiency of the cloud 
and the network which could lead to faster 

adoption of cloud. It will also foster the underlying technology 
ecosystem leading to improved public services, better health care 
and improved productivity. 
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
AMD claims it will be able to bring a 25x 
improvement in performance per energy con-
sumed by 2020 in microchips which will drive 
the cost savings. Also, quantum computing 

Impact of Ultrafast Infrastructures

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Recent Technology Developments

 XG FAST 

Bell Labs has developed a technique to transmit data over copper fast, 
as fast as 10 Gbps. The new technique is limited to short distances, but 
could reduce the cost of extending broadband by allowing providers 
to put in fiber just to the curb, with the final leg over existing copper.

Innovation Aspect XG-FAST is an extension of G.fast technol-
ogy, a new broadband standard currently being finalized by the 
ITU. When it becomes commercially available in 2015, G.fast will 
use a frequency range for data transmission of 106 MHz, giving 
broadband speeds up to 500 Mbps over a distance of 100 meters. 
In contrast, XG-FAST uses an increased frequency range up to 500 
MHz to achieve higher speeds but over shorter distances. 

Business Potential Copper-to-home systems could pave the 
way for fiber-speed services where fiber cannot be deployed all 
the way to the premises. Rewiring the last leg of most systems 
involves the arduous tasks of redoing the copper wiring to and 
inside the home or office, with fiber being delivered to the curb. 
Enabling very high speed transmissions on copper could dramati-
cally remove that bottleneck, especially in rural areas.

Related Action Lines
 © Future Networking Solutions

 Fastpass    

Researchers at the MIT are developing a new network-management sys-
tem called Fastpass. It will avoid data traffic congestion, especially during 
peak times. The system employs an arbiter, a centralised server that smart-
ly manages the whole network by selecting the optimal routes and times 
for data packages. The arbiter distributes the whole amount of data onto 
the whole network, thus avoiding or at least reducing data congestion.

Innovation Aspect Routers normally queue data packets in case 
of massive requests. Fastpass avoids queues: the network’s rout-
ers or nodes pass their requests to the arbiter using the Fastpass 
Control Protocol (FCP). The algorithms of the arbiter in turn, moni-
toring the whole network, distribute them according to optimal 
routes, time slots etc. FCP works reliable and without interrupting 
endpoint communication while consuming only little bandwidth. 

Business Potential The Fastpass network management system 
enhances the reliability and velocity of each network. A test at a 
Facebook data center proved that the avg. queue length of the rout-
ers was cut down by 99.6%, meaning that even during peak traffic 
times, the duration between request transmission and retrieval was 
reduced from 3.56 microseconds to 0.23 microseconds. The use of 
Fastpass could easily improve each network with high user request. 

Related Action Lines
 © Future Cloud, Future Networking Solutions

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow
1 Market Research Media (2012)

Quantum Computing Market Forecast  
(bn USD)1 2015-2020

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

26,0 28,7 31,7
35,0 38,6

42.6

+10%
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The Digital Human
Predicting human personality and actions 

events based on historic data. However, 
predicting human actions and person-
alities have not been possible as it as 
been a challenge to record relevant data 
on a continuous basis and make these 
programs “learn” and predict from them. 
Both hardware and analytical solutions are 
required to be integrated into the human 
life with least invasiveness.  

SOLUTION
To be able to better predict human per-
sonality and actions, it is crucial to record 
such data in real-time. Researchers are 
working on solutions that are always in hu-
man proximity, such as the energy hashed 
networked tags, or on them, such as the 
wearable patch that constantly taps the 
data associated to human behavior and 
actions. These data can be recorded in the 
manner that can be analysed by the exist-
ing big data analytics solutions and predict 
human actions based on that.  

DESCRIPTION 
Advances in ICT around wearable devices 
and big data analytics combine with latest 
cognitive research and medical science to 
create new solutions that monitor, sense, 
predict and control human functions.  
Sensors on or attached to the body now 
provide instant micro-level readings of 
performance, whilst  the tiniest objects 
can now be remotely controlled within 
the human body.  And the human brain is 
not exempt: researchers are increasingly 
attempting to understand and predict 
behaviors and personalities through 
computer-aided learning environments 
and big data analytics.  Current advances 
are providing new opportunities to con-
nect, sense, predict and control the future 
digital human. 

CHALLENGE
Existing technologies such as artificial 
intelligence and machine learning algo-
rithms are able to predict occurrences of 

Overview Related Action Lines

 © Smart Energy Systems, Smart Spaces, 
Health and Wellbeing

by 3.5%. As wearable and sensor technology trend continues to 
grow, new opportunities for marketing, development, and labor 
will enter the economy. It is expected that the wearable tech 
market will be worth $8.36 billion by 20181. 

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
ICT players will play a crucial role in developing 
the wearable and sensor ecosystem. It will be 
generating new revenue streams as the eco-
system will require data storage and analysis 
platforms, and also require connectivity as an 

infrastructural support. 

SOCIAL IMPACT 
The capture and analysis of recorded human 
function data such as vital signs, behavior, etc. 
can be used for automatically taking crucial 
timely actions which can improve our lives to 
great extent. For example, the timely delivery 

of life saving drug based on the body needs via an electronic 
patch can save lives. Sensor data around and on various objects 
can also help locate missing items, track objects and improve lives. 
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
It is found that wearable tech in workplaces 
have increased the productivity by as much 
as 8.5% and increase employee satisfaction 

Impact of  The Digital Human

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Recent Technology Developments

 Wearable Electronic Patch

Researchers created an electronic skin patch that can monitor 
muscle movement, store the data it collects and use stored data’s 
patterns to decide when to deliver medicine through the skin. 
The memory device can be bent and twisted - it works when 
stretched to 125 percent of its original length and achieves up to 
1,000 stretching cycles. The next step will be to develop wireless 
power transmission and wireless communication.

Innovation Aspect Researchers of the Seoul National University and 
of the University of Texas created this patch as the first to store data and 
deliver drugs in a closed-loop feedback system. The stored data is used 
for statistical pattern analysis, which helps to track symptoms and drug 
response on the skin. Its flexible and stretchable memory function is 
unique as before only stiff and brittle memory layers were available.

Business Potential The biggest advantage is the unobtrusive 
health monitoring via the electronic patch. Even difficult areas 
such as the mouth and the brain are feasible. Researchers expect 
to find new crucial details about conditions like Parkinson, 
epilepsy and heart failure. To immediately administer medicine ac-
cording to the present condition of the patient would save many 
lives, minimizing wrong dosages and save money in medication.

Related Action Lines
 © Health and Wellbeing, Smart Energy Systems

 EnHANTs   

Energy-Harvesting Active Networked Tags (EnHANTs) are small, 
flexible, and energetically self-reliant devices that harvest energy 
from light or as they are shaken by movement. They can be at-
tached to objects that are traditionally not networked (e.g. books, 
furniture), thereby providing the infrastructure for various novel 
tracking applications.

Innovation Aspect Researchers of the Seoul National University 
and of the University of Texas created this patch as the first to 
store data and deliver drugs in a closed-loop feedback system. 
The stored data is used for statistical pattern analysis, which helps 
to track symptoms and drug response on the skin. Its flexible and 
stretchable memory function is unique as before only stiff and 
brittle memory layers were available.

Business Potential The biggest advantage is the unobtrusive 
health monitoring via the electronic patch. Even difficult areas 
such as the mouth and the brain are feasible. Researchers expect 
to find new crucial details about conditions like Parkinson, epilepsy 
and heart failure. To immediately administer medicine according 
to the present condition of the patient would save many lives, 
minimizing wrong dosages and save money in medication.

Related Action Lines
 © Smart Spaces, Health and Wellbeing

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow
1 Salesforce.com (2014), 2 Juniper Research (2013)

Global Number of Smart Wearable Devices 
in Use per Annum (mn)2 2013-2018

Cumulative number of devices %  
(2013-2018)

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

17.0
27.3

43.3

67.0

102.5

155.2

 Sports & Fitness

 Multimedia & Entertainment  

 Enterprise & Industrial

 Multi-function

 Healthcare 

3%

40%

14%

15%

28%
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Interfaces That Transform
Transforming user interaction

situations, medical situations, etc. Another 
challenge is the unitization of real state 
such as the buildings, bill board spaces, 
roads, etc. These spaces could be used to 
deliver meaningful information and can 
be customized easily. Present technologies 
also have limitations to the extent they 
can reach because of their rigid shapes 
and sizes.  

SOLUTION
Researchers are working on shape shift-
ing and transforming interfaces that can 
transform intelligently and relay useful 
information. Technologies such as shape 
shifting robots can reach places by over-
coming the rigidities of their predecessors 
making the manufacturing processes 
more efficient. User interfaces where the 
subject object itself is the interface are 
also being researched on and has found 
its applications in the healthcare, retail and 
manufacturing industry. 

DESCRIPTION 
A new wave of research demonstrates 
significant breakthroughs in creation of 3D 
shape-shifting interfaces.  Application of 
these interfaces is enormous, but obvious 
scenarios can be in communication - pro-
viding opportunities to not only look and 
see but to also "touch", in medicine - pro-
viding new ways to interact during proce-
dures or to undertake investigations, and in 
emergency response situations – providing 
opportunities to find and rescue survivors 
of natural disasters.  As both displays and 
objects demonstrate increased ability to 
intelligently reform based on their environ-
ment, a number of further opportunities 
will develop. 

CHALLENGE
Existing user interfaces for remote com-
munication and interaction are only 
limited to seeing and hearing. This inhibits 
us from remotely “touching” any object 
thus handicapping us in emergency 

Overview Related Action Lines

 © Urban Life & Mobility, Smart Spaces

2018 with a CAGR of 35%.1 This market will be driven mainly by 
telecoms and IT, and Banking and Finance sector. 

IMPACT ON ICT INDUSTRY 
Shape transforming interfaces will primarily 
be driven rely on connectivity for its function-
ing and hence telecom players will play an 
important role. There will be a need for new 
application ecosystem that can enable the users 

to interact with interfaces on both physical and content level. 

SOCIAL IMPACT 
Such technologies will enable people to 
communicate in a different dimension. It 
would allow people to overcome the hurdle 
of touching remotely and hence transform the 
way they interact with their surroundings. It will 

improve the quality of their lives by making environments more 
interactive, rescue processes easier and faster, and healthcare 
processes more impactful. 
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
The technology behind transforming interfaces 
will be driven context aware computing. The 
context aware computing market will grow 
from $26.5 billion in 2013 to $119 billion in 

Impact of Interfaces That Transform

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Recent Technology Developments

 TransWall

TransWall is a two-sided, touchable, and transparent display wall 
that greatly enhances users' interpersonal experiences. With 
an incorporated surface transducer, TransWall offers audio and 
vibrotactile feedback to the users. As a result, people can col-
laborate via a shared see-through display and communicate with 
one another by talking or even touching one another through the 
wall. A holographic screen film is inserted between the sheets of 
plexiglass, and beam projectors installed on each side of the wall 
project images that are reflected.

Innovation Aspect TransWall enables people to see, hear, or 
even touch others through the wall while enjoying gaming and 
interpersonal communication. It can be installed inside buildings 
and outdoors for interaction. The touch surfaces are standard 
sheets of plexiglass with an IR touch sensor that detects interac-
tion. Sandwiched in the middle is a holographic film that allows 
images to be projected on the wall via a pair of projectors.

Business Potential TransWall will be useful in places that require 
physical isolation for high security and safety, germ-free rooms in 
hospitals, for example. It will allow patients to interact with family 
and friends without compromising medical safety. 

Related Action Lines
 © Urban Mobility & Life, Smart Spaces

 Shape-shifting Robots    

MIT and Google's Boston Dynamics have developed a composite 
material that can switch between hard and soft states on the fly. 
The design mates a compressible foam inside with an external 
wax coating. If a robot needed to deform, all it would have to do 
is soften the right joints with a bit of heating. It could even heal 
damage by heating and cooling an affected area.

Innovation Aspect Robots tend to be either very rigid or 
very soft, but neither extreme is ideal; ideally, machines could 
both squish themselves into tight spaces and remain sturdy for 
strength-dependent tasks. 

Business Potential There are already plenty of potential real-
world applications for the material. DARPA (the impetus for the 
project) wants robots that can literally slip through the cracks to 
reach otherwise inaccessible areas; they could rescue survivors 
trapped under rubble, for example. MIT, meanwhile, pictures surgi-
cal bots that could repair hard-to-reach body parts. 

Related Action Lines
 © Urban Life & Mobility

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

< 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 YearsTime scale for maturity

Need for Awareness HighMediumLow

1 Markets and Markets (2013), 2 UBI Research (2014)

Flexible OLED Market  Forecast (bn USD)2 

2015-2020

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

1.8
2.8

4.4
7.0
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17.2
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APPENDICESCONCLUSION – UNDERSTANDING THE 
ICT TRENDS & THEIR POTENTIAL IMPACT

CLOUD NETWORK SECURITY New devices and services based 
on cloud and mobile technologies increase the threat attack sur-
face for enterprises, requiring innovative encryption methods and 
smarter ways for predicting and heading-off attacks.

SMART MACHINES Machines that learn by themselves based 
on past data and function autonomously with almost no human 
intervention are required to make various processes more efficient 
with respect to cost, time and energy consumption.

SENSOR NETWORKS Low cost  high efficiency sensor networks 
can aggregate data from the a large number of distributed end 
points using, for example, a network of public infrastructure and 
use surrounding data in real time to improve existing services and 
provide new ones. 

DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE CENTRIC NETWORKS Operators 
are in the need of solutions which can selectively virtualize the 
network control and functionality making it safer and scalable. 
This will also prevent security threats such as the DDoS attacks 
and enable self maintenance of network outages. 

URBAN ANALYTICS Data produced by interaction of people 
with technology can be analyzed in real-time for improving the 
life of people by efficient resource allocation and optimization us-
ing real-time data processing and predictive analytics algorithms.

DECENTRALISED ENERGY The production of energy at the 
site of consumption will be able to balance the fluctuation of 
the grid load caused by the feeding of all the energy produced 
by alternative sources. It will also make the entire distribution 
process more efficient and optimized. 

ULTRAFAST INFRASTRUCTURES The exponential growth 
in data generation will require more efficient storage and data 
transmission solutions and also need faster and more optimized 
network management technology. 

THE DIGITAL HUMAN Technology has made it possible to 
capture human behavior data in real time and also enabled  the 
analysis of that data using intelligent and self learning algorithms 
to predict human behavior for various purposes. 

INTERFACES THAT TRANSFORM The current rigidities 
of objects limit their usability and the possibility of touching 
anything remotely. Shape shifting devices can transform in real 
time to adapt to the purpose increasing the efficiency of various 
processes and enhance the communication experience. 

Time Scale for Maturity Summary Mapping of Trends to Time Horizons
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Appendix I    
Trends Matched to Action Lines

Health & Wellbeing

The mission is reducing the demand for expensive healthcare 
by detecting small physical and mental health issues early and 
avoiding larger health problems by suitable lifestyle interven-
tions. Additionally this Action line focus on common or consum-
er-level devices.

Smart Energy Systems

The goals is to contribute to the creation of an open Euro-
pean energy market by testing and deploying ICT solutions 
for decentralized power generation infrastructures and user-
centric services for smart energy systems. Focus is innovating on 
decentralized ICT infrastructures and user-centric services as key 
challenges towards a sustainable electricity supply for Europe.

Cyber-Physical Systems

The aim is to combine embedded systems, sensors, control sys-
tems, and data aggregation and analysis technology into smart 
systems-of-systems to increase the efficiency and reliability of in-
dustrial production systems and critical infrastructures. Here the 
focus is on on connecting these systems to a virtual environment 
of globally networked services and information systems, what 
opens completely new areas of innovation and novel business 
platforms.

Future Urban Life & Mobility

Aim and focus are on turning ICT breakthroughs into new 
up-scaled urban services to develop new behaviors and citizen 
empowerment and validate new business models in the context 
of the Smart Cities paradigm.
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Smart Spaces

The mission and focus are on applying advanced ICT to everyday 
working and living environments and create comfortable service 
experiences for users and efficient resource optimization solu-
tions for businesses.

Future Cloud

The mission is accelerating the usage and development of 
trusted Cloud technologies to create brand new innovations and 
leverage Big Data infrastructures so that businesses and public 
administration in Europe will reach the full potential of the digital 
economy. Furthermore the focus is on Secure Data/ Big Data and 
Service Infrastructure for Europe.

Future Networking Solutions

FNS is a merger of the previous AL Networking Solutions for 
Future Media and Internet Technology and Architecture. Hereby 
the mission and focus are helping to ensure the European lead in 
solutions and standards based on cost-effective as well as energy 
efficient networking technology, which support the increasing 
traffic, new traffic profiles and the flexibility to manage large 
demands for instantaneous traffic.

Privacy, Security & Trust

The goal and focus are supporting users and businesses in 
protecting their digital assets and transactions, promoting robust 
and safe products and services that realize data privacy and 
security.
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Appendix II     
Scouting – Expert search and  quality 
sources for innovation insights

Primary Market Research
What do industry and innovation hubs’ thought 
leaders identify as the most relevant future 
technology topics?

Secondary Market Research
What are the most important developments 
and research areas in the next years?

R&D and University Databases
Which technology advancements could be relevant 
from existing across R&D Centers and Scientific 
Communities in Universities.

   

Venture Capital and Incubator Activities
What are the hot topics from VC’s and incubator’s 
perspectives?

Comprehensive list of emerging Topics/Technology Advancements

Selection – Expert assessment by 
foresight and innovation responsible

Evaluation criteria of trend impact

DATA GATHERING

Collection of data scouted in defined 
search fields (Action Line)

Screening of existing data in scouting 
database (collected in 2013 only) and pre-
matching with search fields (Action Lines) 
where applicable

LOW
No direct social impact of due to technol-
ogy advancements – mainly advantages 
for the ICT providers

LOW
Mainly low efficiency savings or low 
economic implications due to forced 
adoptions e.g. service market demands, or 
regulatory implications

LOW
Low direct Telco impact, but with indirect 
implications on the business or services 
driven by device vendors or infrastructure 
providers

INTERPRETATION

Pre-selection of topics by foresight re-
sponsible, filtering out mismatches, double 
entries and ensuring general fit to EIT ICT 
Labs Action Lines

Face-to-face review discussions with 
experts in all EIT ICT Labs innovation 
fields (Action Lines), verification of fit and 
relevance, final selection

UTILISATION

Utilisation of short-list of selected topics 
for second step of

 © Categorisation

 © Clustering 

 © Assessment

MEDIUM
Transparent social impact with technol-
ogy advancements or enabling services 
without direct customer interaction

MEDIUM
Moderate economic implications due to 
efficiency improvements or minor revenue 
opportunities

MEDIUM
Moderate or indirect opportunities for 
Telcos with internal efficiency, productivity 
gains or technology advancements

HIGH
High direct social impact with significantly 
improved direct services or  new classes of 
services or devices

HIGH
Significant possible cost savings or enable-
ment of new revenue streams and growth 
potential

HIGH
Major and significant change in Telco 
business in terms of technology, and new 
services financials or efficiency gains

Trend Social Impact: Qualitative Rating

Trend Economic Impact: Qualitative Rating

Trend Economic Impact: Qualitative Rating
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Appendix III     
Topic/ Technology Advancements List

Topic/Technology 
Advancement Title

Thematic Action Lines Description
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DOCSIS 3.1

×

Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS) is an 

international telecommunications standard that permits the 

addition of high-speed data transfer to an existing cable TV (CATV) 

system.
Small Cells

× × × ×
Small Cells are small radio cells that could be supplied from solar 

panels, batteries or small wind turbines. 
BRCK

× ×

It is a mobile and physically robust connectivity device that fits 

user's needs, where electricity and internet connections are 

problematic both in urban and rural areas. 
SmartBelly components

× ×

SmartBelly Components is an intelligent waste & recycling 

collection system that empowers just-in-time collection, saving 

organizations time and fuel. 
Dontflush.me

× × ×
Dontflush.me is a system created to allow NYC residents to help 

reduce the amount of pollution in the harbour. 
SenseNET System

×

SenseNET is a business intelligence solution that helps to increase 

efficiency, reduces the risk of transformer overloads and improves 

the ability to verify asset data.
SmartPile EDC

×

SmartPile EDC is sensor used to measure the quality of concrete 

during curing (core and skin temperature and compression strain), 

transport and installation (compression, strain and load capacity).
Smart Wind and Solar Power

×
It is an ultra-accurate forecast that will make it feasible to integrate 

much more renewable energy into the grid.
Agricultural Drones

×
Easy-to-use  agricultural drones equipped with advanced sensors 

and imaging capabilities. 
Smog Analytics × It is a new weather modelling system that forecasts the air quality.
Online Wind Farm Condition Monitoring

×

It is an application that can perform data acquisition and database 

management and provide Web access to applications and 

perform data acquisition with NI CompactDAQ to easily condition 

and capture different signals on a single device.
Ultra-efficient LEDs

× × × ×

Solid-state devices that emit light from a semiconductor chip 

already sit on a circuit board. They can share space with sensors, 

wireless chips, and a small computer, allowing light fixtures to 

become networked sensor hubs.  
DOCSIS 3.1

×

Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS) is an 

international telecommunications standard that permits the 

addition of high-speed data transfer to an existing cable TV (CATV) 

system.
Small Cells

× × × ×
Small Cells are small radio cells that could be supplied from solar 

panels, batteries or small wind turbines. 

HWB = Health and Wellbeing, CPS = Cyber-Physical Systems, SES = Smart Energy Systems, ULM = Urban Life and Mobility, SSP = Smart Spaces, FNS = Future Networking Solutions, FC = Future Cloud, PST = Privacy, Security & Trust 

Evaluation Criteria of related technology 
developments

Matching EIT ICT Labs’ Action Lines with 
trends for a clear picture of action

LOW
No direct business potential from the 
technology, but could possibly generate 
indirect potentials e.g. brand, marketing, 
customer loyalty

< 3 YEARS
Technology is already market ready or the 
product concepts are in a very mature 
stage.

Classification of the technology according to the three clusters: current areas of action; mid-term strategic topics and watch-list of future developments

MEDIUM
The technology brings moderate produc-
tivity gains or minor additional revenue 
streams

3-5 YEARS
Early stage product concepts or mature 
applied research including rising market 
demand

HIGH
EIT ICT Labs can leverage the technology 
to significantly cut costs or grow new 
revenue streams

> 5 YEARS
Early stage or basic market research for 
trigger technologies with an adoption in 
the next decade

Technology Need for Awareness: Qualitative Rating

Technology Time scale for maturity < 3 Years 3 – 5 Years > 5 Years

HighMediumLow

RELATED ACTIVITIES

RELATED INDUSTRIES AND FIELDS POTENTIAL IMPACT

Is there any specific development around 
this trend that matches the AL?

How will this trend change 
the AL? When will this change 
occur?

Which industries and areas does this trend 
touch? How relevant is this?

Health & 
Wellbeing

Cyber-
Physical 
Systems

Future 
Networking 

Solutions

Privacy, 
Security 
& Trust

Future 
Cloud

Smart 
Spaces

Smart 
Energy 

Systems

Future 
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Mobility
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Topic/Technology 
Advancement Title

Thematic Action Lines Description
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Deep Learning in the cloud

× ×  ×

Ersatz provides deep neural network architectures paired with 

GPUs for fast computation in the cloud. Ersatz is the easiest way to 

start building sophisticated intelligence into your applications.
Pepper - emotion-reading robot

× ×
Japanese firm Softbank has unveiled a robot called Pepper, which 

it says can read human emotions. 
Token - Financial health tracking

×  ×
Token is a Bluetooth-enabled bracelet displaying financial status 

and enabling payment. 
Algorithm to save fuel

×

Hypermilers are fuel-economy enthusiasts who coast their 

cars, streamline every protuberance and jettison every bit of 

extraneous weight in order to save a drop of fuel. 
Collaborative learning for robots

×

Machine learning, in which computers learn new skills by looking 

for patterns in training data, is the basis of most recent advances 

in artificial intelligence, from voice-recognition systems to self-

parking cars. 
Concrete screens

× ×
The DIGISTONE project aims to develop an innovative, intelligent 

building material in the form of a media display made of concrete.
3D augmented reality without visual 

fatigue × ×  ×

A new device is making AR technology easier on the eyes for 

short-distance applications by superimposing 3D images instead 

of 2D.
Home fuel cells

×

Together with the heater manufacturer Vaillant, the Fraunhofer 

IKTS has developed a compact, safe and sturdy fuel cell system 

that generates electricity and heat in private households from 

natural gas.
Camouflage algorithm

× ×
A group of MIT researchers has designed an algorithm to 

determine how best to hide necessary eyesores in plain sight.
Predictive Behavioural Analytics for 

Enterprises × ×

Mattersight is an enterprise analytics provider which decodes 

human interaction and based upon those gained insights 

optimizes the business value by making insights actionable.
StorJ & Metadisk - Open Source & 

decentralized Cloud storage × ×

StorJ is based on the Bitcoin blockchain technology and P2P 

protocols to provide secure, private and efficient cloud storage, 

while also fulfilling the role of a P2P payment system.
Multicore fibre network

× ×

The University of Bristol's High Performance Networks Group 

in collaboration with the National Institute of Information and 

Communications Technology have demonstrated successfully for 

the first time a multicore fibre-based network, which could form 

the foundation for the future Internet infrastructure. 
Green Data Net (EFP7)

× ×

GreenDataNet intends to design, validate and demonstrate a 

system-level optimization solution for a network of urban data 

centers to improve energy and environmental performance, and 

as a resource for smart grids.
Smart Citizen Kit

× × ×

The Smart Citizen Kit is an open-source environmental monitoring 

platform consisting of Arduino-compatible hardware, data 

visualization web API, and mobile app.
Mapping the logistics of megacities

×

Researchers at MIT’s Megacities Logistics Lab have gathered data 

on representative neighborhoods of some megacities and put 

that data online at no cost.
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BRCK

× ×

It is a mobile and physically robust connectivity device that fits 

user's needs, where electricity and internet connections are 

problematic both in urban and rural areas. 
SmartBelly components

× ×

SmartBelly Components is an intelligent waste & recycling 

collection system that empowers just-in-time collection, saving 

organizations time and fuel. 
Dontflush.me

× × ×
Dontflush.me is a system created to allow NYC residents to help 

reduce the amount of pollution in the harbour. 
SenseNET System

×

SenseNET is a business intelligence solution that helps to increase 

efficiency, reduces the risk of transformer overloads and improves 

the ability to verify asset data.
SmartPile EDC

×

SmartPile EDC is sensor used to measure the quality of concrete 

during curing (core and skin temperature and compression strain), 

transport and installation (compression, strain and load capacity).
Smart Wind and Solar Power

×
It is an ultra-accurate forecast that will make it feasible to integrate 

much more renewable energy into the grid.
Agricultural Drones

×
Easy-to-use  agricultural drones equipped with advanced sensors 

and imaging capabilities. 
Smog Analytics × It is a new weather modelling system that forecasts the air quality.
Online Wind Farm Condition Monitoring

×

It is an application that can perform data acquisition and database 

management and provide Web access to applications and 

perform data acquisition with NI CompactDAQ to easily condition 

and capture different signals on a single device.
Ultra-efficient LEDs

× × × ×

Solid-state devices that emit light from a semiconductor chip 

already sit on a circuit board. They can share space with sensors, 

wireless chips, and a small computer, allowing light fixtures to 

become networked sensor hubs.  
EFF: Open Wireless Router

× ×

Secure shareable open networks are rare to find. This is mostly 

caused by the routers firmware, which is not well maintained and 

does not have the functions which are urgently needed for a open 

network culture. 
Artifical Brains to optimize Data Centers

× ×

Google uses Artificial Brains to teach its data centers how to 

behave. Artificial neural networks analyze behavior, and then hone 

their operation accordingly. 
The Machine - Memristor-based 

computer architecture
×  ×

A new type of computer architecture that HP’s engineers say will 

serve as a replacement for today’s designs. 
AI for public transportation systems

×

An algorithm schedules and manages the nightly engineering 

work on Hong Kong's subway system more efficiently than any 

human could.
Personalized Narrative Content from 

Big Data

×

The Associated Press is among the first to utilize news report 

which will eventually be produced by using automation 

technology. The algorithm produces automate short stories by 

pairing a financial database with technological automation from 

automated insights. 
Miniature hologram projector

×

California-based Ostendo Technologies developed a display chip 

that can project crisp images—in both 2D and 3D—when built 

into a phone, a tablet, a pair of glasses or anywhere else you might 

normally have a flat display.
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Advancement Title

Thematic Action Lines Description
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Ultrafast spin-transfer torque driven by 

femtosecond-pulsed laser excitation × 

Scientist from Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) unveiled 

a new technology that could enable data to be stored a thousand 

times faster than current limits allow. 
TransWall

×
TransWall is a two-sided, touchable, and transparent display wall 

that greatly enhances users' interpersonal experiences.
MQTT - Protocol for the IoT

× × ×

The Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is a open-

source and license-free protocol specifically designed for on again, 

off again, low powered sensors, actuators and mobile devices. 
Open Sourcing Honda Smart Home

× × ×

Honda demonstrates how homes and cars will become part of the 

same renewable energy system. Heating, cooling and charging 

the electro vehicle are controlled in one system to maximize 

utilization of energy out of photovoltaic.
Comfy: Machine Learning for 

Temperature Control
× × 

Comfy is software that enables a better relationship between 

people and their workspaces. Comfy provides instant streams of 

warm or cool air to people while also using machine learning in 

the background to reduce energy use.
Andromeda

× ×

Andromeda will provide better and faster network connections 

for Compute Engine customers. It's a network virtualization stack 

intended to provide faster, higher performing connections. 
Flexible, energy-efficient hybrid circuit

× × × ×

USC Viterbi School of Engineering researchers have developed a 

flexible, transparent, energy-efficient, lower-cost hybrid design 

that could replace silicon as the traditional transistor material used 

in electronic chips.
Sol2Heat: Energy management

×

"Sol2Heat" combines heat pump, thermal storage, photovoltaic 

and the use of time-varying electricity prices in a new integrating 

energy management system for living or working units.
XG-FAST

×

Bell Labs has developed a technique to transmit data over copper 

fast, as fast as 10 Gbps. The new technique is limited to short 

distances, but could reduce the cost of extending broadband by 

allowing providers to put in fiber just to the curb.
Jibo, a Social Robot for the Home

× × 

Jibo is a robot designed as an interactive companion and helper 

to families, capable of engaging people in ways that a computer 

or mobile device aren't able to.
HCPVT Solar Collector Power System

×

IBM has announced development of  a High Concentration 

PhotoVoltaic Thermal (HCPVT) system that could harness the 

energy of 2,000 suns and provide fresh water and air conditioning 

in remote locations. 
185 TB tapes

× 

Sony has announced that it has developed a new magnetic tape 

material that demolishes the previous 29.5GB record, and can hold 

a whopping 148GB per square inch. If spooled into a cartridge, 

each tape could have a mind-boggling 185TB of storage. 
Knightscope K5

× × × ×
Knightscope is a fully autonomous robot, used to predict crimes in 

schools, businesses, and neighborhoods. 
Transparent sensors in display's glass

× ×

Researchers from Polytechnique Montreal  and Corning have 

implanted transparent sensors into the Gorilla Glass used for most 

smartphone screens, allowing touchscreens to become sensory 

devices.
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PURSUIT: prototype for a server-free 

future Internet
× ×

EU-funded project PURSUIT aims at a more distributed 

architecture, tackling issues such as  SPAM, DOS attacks, poor 

performance in the distribution of digital media, and poor support 

for mobility.
Kumu Networks - Wireless Full Duplex

×

Radios broadcast signals stronger than they receive, resulting in 

a tendency to self-interference. Engineers at Kumu have found a 

possible solution, resembling technology used in noise canceling 

headphones.
Argos

×

Capacity of traditional single-user wireless systems is limited by 

available spectrum and transmission power. The Argos project 

pushes MU-MIMO (Multi-user multiple-input multiple-output) to 

its limits, scaling up the number of antennas in wireless systems.
Using light for faster data transmission

×

Scientists from EPFL and KIT have achieved data transmissions 

on a terabit scale with a single laser light frequency using 

miniaturized optical frequency combs. 
Personal private Clouds

× ×

There are several personal private cloud systems on the 

market, e.g.: Protonet is an out-of-the-box solution, Pirate 

Box is a customizable DIY anonymous offline file-sharing and 

communications system built with free software and inexpensive 

off-the-shelf hardware.
Contiki: Open source OS for the IoT

× × × ×

Contiki is an open source operating system for networked, 

memory-constrained systems with a particular focus on low-

power wireless IoT devices. It connects tiny low-cost, low-power 

microcontrollers to the Internet.
New-generation urban wind turbines

× ×

The Liam F1 turbine easily fits on the roof of a house just as would 

solar panels. It generates an average of 1,500 kilowatt-hour of 

energy at a wind-speed of 5m/s, which resembles half of the 

power consumption of a common household.
Spark: engine for large-scale data 

processing

×

Spark is an open-source runtime environment, sitting on top of 

data stores like Hadoop, NoSQL databases, Amazon Web Services 

(AWS) and relational databases, and acting as an application 

programming interface (API) that allows programmers to 

manipulate data through common applications. 
Silo

×  × 

Silo is a cloud-based stand-alone container/browser designed for 

secure, controlled access to important web apps via browsing 

session running on Authentic8’s servers.
Fog Computing

× ×

Fog Computing extends Cloud computing and services to the 

edge of the network, providing data, computing, storage, and 

application services to end-users. 
OpenPDS

× ×
OpenPDS allows users to collect, store, and give fine-grained 

access to their data while protecting their privacy. 
Kubernetes - container cluster 

management
×

Kubernetes is an open source manager for Docker containers, 

based on Google’s experience using containers at Internet scale. 
Helix Nebula Marketplace

×

The Helix Nebula Initiative has been established by public and 

private organizations to build a multidisciplinary cloud platform 

for data intensive science.
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Ultra low power colour displays
× ×

Researchers at Oxford University developed a technique to make 

ultra-low-power full-colour displays. 
Self-assembling block copolymers

× × × × ×

Research at the micro-electronics research centre in Leuven, 

Belgium, shows an alternative to ultraviolet lithography to 

compensate the need for ever smaller future generations of chips. 
Tri-band Wi-Fi chips for multi-gigabit 

streaming
× ×

Qualcomm has purchased the Wi-Fi chip startup Wilocity and 

plans to combine their technologies into one Tri-band Wi-Fi chip. 

This will connect Qualcomm’s traditional Wi-Fi chips with Wilocity’s 

multi-gigabit streaming standard WiGig.
Robin – Beacons for smart offices

×  ×

Robin is using wireless sensors to make rooms in office buildings 

aware of the people in them and let employees know exactly 

where their co-workers are. The system currently works with 

Apple's iBeacons.
Quazi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) 

×  ×

Japanese space agency Jaxa will use an additional satellite 

system to generate higher accuracy in satellite-based navigation. 

Especially in cities or mountain regions, the US-GPS system just 

has a modest accuracy, sometimes within a ten meter radius. 
Thermal Touch

×  ×

Metaio, an augmented reality company, has invented a new 

method called Thermal Touch. The procedure uses small thermal 

traces left where a person touched a surface to create touch 

screens. 
Swift Swift is a new programming language developed at Appl. The 

language is a faster and more effective way of building apps for 

Apple devices, easily accessible for the average programmer. 
Fastpass

×
 This new network-management system will avoid data traffic 

congestion, especially during peak times. 
Microscopically textured glass

× ×
The newly developed technology makes the manufacturing of 

almost water repellent and glare-proof glass surfaces possible.
goTenna

× × × × ×

Start-up goTenna developed a gadget that allows peer-to-peer-

communication via smartphones without any cellular network or 

Internet. 
Internet of Everything

× × × ×

Collaboration of Cisco-backed start-up Evrythng and Thinfilm 

offers new solutions for the Internet of Things (IoT). Thinfilm’s 

smart labels on a broad range of products will be more connective 

through data management with Evrythng’s identity management 

platform.
StormTag

× ×

OpenSignal’s crowdsourcing weather program WeatherSignal 

uses smartphone data to monitor and predict weather. With the 

meteorological sensor StormTag, OpenSignal will include iPhones 

as well as improve and extend its climate data. 
Thread

× × ×

Samsung, ARM, Nest, Silicon Labs, Freescale Semiconductor, Yale 

Residential, and Big Ass Fans formed the Thread Group to build 

and implement a new radio standard for the smart home. 
Risk-o-Meter

×

Researchers at the University of Washington’s Center for Data 

Science developed Risk-O-Meter to monitor and evaluate the 

treatment of patients with congestive heart failure. 
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Cloud-based terror/disaster prediction

× ×  × ×

Risk management firm RMS launched a new software package 

which uses massive amounts of computing power to predict 

financial loss from terrorism or hurricanes before it happens. 
Pocket-sized molecular spectrometer

× ×

SCiO is a miniature spectroscope, working by shining near-infrared 

light on materials, exciting their molecules in the process. Thus, it 

is possible to determine the chemical composition of the material.
Bro - powerful network analysis 

framework × × 

Bro is a passive, open-source network traffic analyzer. It is primarily 

a security monitor that inspects all traffic on a link in depth for 

signs of suspicious activity. 
Keybase.io

× ×

It will be a public directory of publicly auditable public keys. Built 

upon the GNU Privacy Guard, Keybase allows users to encrypt, 

decrypt and share messages within a tried-and-tested encryption 

standard. 
Project Adam

× ×

Project Adam aims to demonstrate that large-scale, commodity 

distributed systems can train huge deep neural networks 

effectively. 
CockroachDB

×

A team of open source developers wants to make it easy for any 

company to build a sort of resilient cloud computing systems. 

They call their project CockroachDB, billing it as a database with 

some serious staying power.
Ringly

× ×  ×

Ringly is a wearable device in form of a ring with a bigger set 

stone. The ring informs the user via 4 different colored lights 

and vibration about incoming calls, messages and reminders 

according to the users settings in the Ringly app.
Wearable electronic patch

×

Researchers created an electronic skin patch that can monitor 

muscle movement, store the data it collects and use stored data’s 

patterns to decide when to deliver medicine through the skin. 
Wireless health tracking

× 

The Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory 

(CSAIL) at the MIT has developed a method to track minute 

movements of persons. 
Wink

× ×

Wink aims at offering the central platform for the connected 

home. It is the approach of an integrative platform bringing 

together smart devices and appliances by different companies, 

brands or systems. 
Computer-based architecture

× ×

Combining human creativity, computational design and robot 

manufacturing, the institute designed and built an exhibition hall 

for the Landesgartenschau in Schwäbisch Gmünd.
Diabtes diagnosis test

×

The newly developed test uses a chip, onto which the blood 

sample is put and which alerts the detection of auto-antibodies 

through a fluorescent signal produced by a reacting chemical. 
Printable rechargeable batteries

× × ×

Imprint Energy is developing flexible, rechargeable batteries that 

can be printed cheaply on commonly used industrial screen 

printers. Based on zinc, no protective equipment required to make 

oxygen-sensitive lithium batteries is needed.
CCRANK traffic algorithm

×

Researchers at Tsinghau University in Beijing developed the 

algorithm CRRANK that is able to identify the most import streets 

and crossroads in a city. 
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Printable diodes

× ×  ×

A team of Swedish researchers from the University Linköping and 

from Acreo Swedish ICT invented a technology to print diodes 

that can be connected to cellular networks. 
Diaper changing sensor

×

Spanish start-up SiempreSecos created reusable silicone sensors 

for the detection of urine and the indication of required diaper 

changing. 
Neurotrack - early Alzheimer's 

prediction ×

Health start-up Neurotrack developed a computer-based 

cognitive test in order to assess a person’s risk of getting the 

Alzheimer’s disease. 
Miyo (Mind Yourself )

×

Miyo (“Mind yourself”) is a self-reflective journal app supporting a 

healthy lifestyle among youth. Users track their daily activities in 

the realm of physical and mental wellbeing, sorted into different 

categories like eating, learning or sleeping. 
Smart Shirts

× × ×

Smart shirts employ sensors and electronics to collect body-

related data of the wearer. They can be connected to multiple 

apps and are able to communicate with the environment. 
Optical RAM from photonic crystals

×

Researchers at the Japanese telecom NTT created a 115-bit optical 

Random Access Memory device, made of a carefully structured 

series of photonic crystals, each of which can store light of a 

different wavelength. 
Quantum Cryptography with ordinary 

equipment
×

The new protocol is designed to work with off-the-shelf 

equipment and use less bandwidth than existing methods. It’s just 

a mathematical proposal, but it could help make quantum key 

distribution more commercially viable. 
Terahertz radiation scanner from 

nanotubes
× × ×

A new type of detector for terahertz radiation, made from carbon 

nanotubes and requiring no power to operate, could usher in 

better airport scanners, new medical imagers, and more sensitive 

instruments for inspecting food and machine parts.
Evzio – preventing accidental 

prescription overdose ×

Evzio is a small purple box equipped to administer naloxone 

via auto-injector. This proves to be vital in case of an accidental 

overdose on opiate mostly prescribed to pain patients. 
Nanowires for tougher touchscreens

×

Researchers at the University of Akron developed a new 

transparent electrode material that makes the screen virtually 

shatterproof.
Diabetes monitoring algorithm

×

In a trial diabetic participants wore continuous glucose monitors 

and a pump for insulin and glucagon, hormones which regulate 

blood sugar levels. The devices communicated with mobile 

phones, where an experimental application monitored blood 

sugar levels and governed the delivery of the hormones. 
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